This test consists of 50 sentences. Each sentence is divided into five parts. Each part has a letter- A, B, C, D and E.

You are to look at each sentence and decide which of the lettered parts have errors in them. The mistakes may be in grammar, punctuation or spelling. When you have decided which parts are wrong, make the circles (by putting X in them) under those letters on the separate Answer Sheet. (Be sure to put the marks after the right sentence-numbers.) Study the examples given below.

**EXAMPLES**

X. *Was we / going to the / office / next week / at all.*
   A B C D E  x.
   In this sentence X, "Was we" is wrong. So an X has been written in the circle under A on the sample Answer sheet. There is no mistake in part B, C and D of this sentence. However, look at part E. This sentence is asking a question, but the question mark has been left out. The missing question mark is a mistake in part E. So an X has also been written in the circle under E.

Y. *They / went / on a / long journey / together.*
   A B C D E  y.
   In the sentence Y, the word, 'journey' in part D is a wrong spelling. So an X is marked under D, on the sample Answer Sheet.

Z. *Why / are you / going / to / the city ?*
   A B C D E  z.
   In the sentence Z, there are no mistakes. Therefore, none of the Circles in line Z has any marks in it.

Some of the sentences are entirely correct. Others may have from one to five parts wrong. For each part of the sentence, which you thing is wrong, put an X in the circle under the letter, on the separate Answer Sheet.

*Mark your answers on the separate Answer Sheet.*

*Do not make any marks on the test.*

*Mark your answer in proper circles on the separate Answer Sheet.*

*Time limit 25 minutes*

*DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.*
1. Where did you stop at on your trip to Delhi.
A B C D E
2. Was it him who got burned when the boiler bursted?
A B C D E
3. The dog laid sleeping after chasing Gopal and I with hardly no time out.
A B C D E
4. I doubt if Jack has fewer than sixteen cricket bats.
A B C D E
5. "It is me", said Ram, as his mother answered his knock.
A B C D E
6. If I were he, I would be sure of myself.
A B C D E
7. I could of won if I had stood in the game a little longer.
A B C D E
8. If Mohan were here he would sure have done faster work than Gopal.
A B C D E
9. I cannot hardly raise my hand more than three foot above the board.
A B C D E
10. I sung until I was hoarse and then drunk a glass of water.
A B C D E
11. Neither money or fame would of been alright as payment for such a job.
A B C D E
12. I do not understand how anyone could admire a person as careless as her.
A B C D E
13. Is it I whom they are calling?
A B C D E
14. I did not feel good enough to attend the conference last tuesday.
A B C D E
15. I did pretty good in history in last week's tests.
A B C D E
16. Her father replied "I feel that Sita is some better than Mohini."
A B C D E
17. The rivers raised ten feet after the rains, overflowing their banks.
A B C D E
18. I thought you was through doing your work all ready.
A B C D E
19. We accepted their proposal that we cooperate for our mutual profit.
A B C D E
20. The writer made an illusion to his hero's earlier exploits.
A B C D E
21. I do not like those kind of mangoes, give me some of the ripe ones.
A B C D E
22. Leave me go with Sita and she to the show.
A B C D E
23. He is one of those men who work well and long.
A B C D E
24. Mohan said, "Work, not words, is what is needed".
A B C D E
25. None of the books were worth reading more then once or twice.
A B C D E

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE AND KEEP RIGHT ON WORKING
26. They / nearly were / starved / before they landed / somewheres in Kerela.
   A B C D E

27. She / got hurt / when the dish / breaked / in her hands.
   A B C D E

28. I thought it / was him / and it sure / looked like him / from this distance.
   A B C D E

29. Who / do you / think / your / talking about.
   A B C D E

30. The number / of volunteers / were / seldom ever / enough.
   A B C D E

31. One issue of stamps / were / distributed / between / three Post Offices.
   A B C D E

32. There goes / Ram and Gopal, / fighting / like / always.
   A B C D E

33. Is it / me / who / you wanted / to see?
   A B C D E

34. I do not see / as good / as Shankar, / my friend, / can see.
   A B C D E

35. Paul had / promised / to return / the book / in two weeks.
   A B C D E

36. The man who / everybody likes / is one / who / they can trust.
   A B C D E

37. He asked / we three, / "Where / is the men / which lived here?"
   A B C D E

38. I have had / less headaches / since I / went to sleep / earlier.
   A B C D E

39. The books / laid / in the grass / all day / and got wet.
   A B C D E

40. You can / leave the house / in an hour / if you feel / good.
   A B C D E

41. I will / be much glad / to visit you / whenever / you would prefer.
   A B C D E

42. The gita / is one / of the best books / their / are for serious study.
   A B C D E

43. Each of / these flowers / look best / in a different / sort of a plot.
   A B C D E

44. We allways turn / to who / we use to / know, the old friend / is best.
   A B C D E

45. Being that / a pipe burst, / we hadn't / hardly / any water.
   A B C D E

46. He had smoked / their tobacco / drank their wine / and heard / their tales.
   A B C D E

47. A man, / who beats his wife, / is considered wicked / by people / nowadays.
   A B C D E

48. We Seldom ever / have to / watch close / in our kind / of a job.
   A B C D E

49. If it was possible, / we could have / gave him / they workers / which he wanted.
   A B C D E

50. Neither Gopal / nor Hari / are / the men / for that sort of a job.
   A B C D E
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Scoring Procedure for language Aptitude

Part II - Sentence Correction - 1 mark for each right answer